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Abstract 
This paper solves, in the affermative, the open question of whether the Griitschel- 
Pulleyblank clique tree inequalities define facets of the asymmetric traveling salesman polytope 
and its monotonization. This generalizes the corresponding result for symmetric polytopes. The 
proof makes use of a new recursive defin’ition of clique tree, based on induction on the number 
of its “teeth” rather than of its “handles”. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider the asymmetric traveling salesman (ATS) polytope, P, 
defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of all Hamiltonian circuits (tours) of 
a given complete (and loop-free) digraph G = (V, A) with n nodes, and its monotoniz- 
ation P:= {x&5 0 6 x 6 y for a certain y E P}. We refer the reader, e.g., to [7] for 
the necessary background on polyhedral theory and facial structure of traveling 
salesman polytopes. 
It is well known that p is full dimensional, while the dimension of P is dim(F) = 
n(n - 3) + 1. 
Among the known classes of valid inequalities for P and p, one of the lar- 
gest is that of the clique tree inequalities introduced by Grijtschel and Pulleyblank 
[S], and defined as follows. Let C := {H,, . . . , H,, Tl, . . . . T,}, with s 2 1 and 
odd, be a family of nonempty subsets of V where the Hi (i = 1,. . . , r) are called 
handles and the Tj (j = 1, . . . . s) are called teeth, which satisfy (see Fig. 1 for an 
illustration): 
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Fig. 1. A clique tree with r = 3 handles and s = 9 teeth 
(i) Tin Tj=$,foreach i,j~{l,..., s}, i #j; 
(ii) Hi n Hj = 0, for each i, j E { 1, . . . , I}, i # j; 
(iii) 2 < /7’jl < n - 2 and Tj\(Ur=r Hi) # 8, for j = 1, . . ..s. 
(iv) the number, hi, of teeth overlapping Hi is odd and at least 3, for i = 1, . . . . r; 
(v) the intersection graph of C (i.e. the undirected graph having one node for 
each subset belonging to C and one edge for each pair of overlapping subsets) is 
a tree. 
A tooth intersecting exactly one handle is called pendent; we call a handle external if 
it intersects at most one nonpendent ooth (every clique tree has at least one such 
handle). 
Let tj be the number of handles intersecting tooth Tj (j = 1, . .., s), and define 
H* := Ur=, Hi, T* := U~=,Tj,andWi:=Hi\T*fori=l,...,r.Wewilldenoteby 
S : = V\(H* u T*) the possibly empty set of isolated nodes. In addition, given a vector 
xeIWA and two sets Qi, Qz E V, let x (Q1, Q2) := C{xij: ieQ1, jEQ2, i Zj}. 
The clique tree inequality associated with clique tree C is then 
i$1 x(Hi, Hi) + i x(Tj, Tj) Q s(C), 
j=l 
where s(C) : = XI= 1 [HiI + x;= 1 (I Tjl - tj) - (S + 1)/2 is the size of C. Note that any 
clique tree inequality, say 0X < S(C), is symmetric, i.e. satisfies Uij = Crji for all i, j. 
A special case of clique tree inequalities arises when r = 1, leading to the comb 
inequalities introduced by Grotschel and Padberg [S]. In the sequel we will assume 
r 2 1 (and hence s > 3) thus excluding the well-known case of the subtour elimination 
constraints x( T1, T, ) d ( T1 I - 1. 
Clique trees can recursively be defined as follows (see [8] for details). A clique tree 
with one handle is a comb. A clique tree C with r 2 2 handles is obtained from a clique 
tree C’ with r - 1 handles by “gluing” to it a new comb C” at a common tooth. For 
example, the clique tree C of Fig. 1 can be obtained from the clique tree C’ := 
{Hr,Hz, Ti, . ..> T5} by gluing the comb C” := {H3, T3, T6, T,, Ts, T,} at tooth T3. 
An alternative clique tree construction is outlined in the next section. 
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Comb [S, 61 and general clique tree inequalities [8] have been proved to be valid 
and facet-inducing (in their “undirected” form) for the symmetric ounterparts, Q and 
& of the ATS polytopes P and p; see [7] for discussion on the relationships between 
symmetric and asymmetric traveling salesman polytopes. It follows that they are valid 
but not necessarily facet defining for P and l? Comb inequalities actually do define 
facets of P (except when n = 6) and p, as proved by the author [3]. In the present 
paper we extend this result to general clique trees, thus solving one of the open 
problems posed in [7]. 
It can easily be seen that every symmetric inequality, say c(x d clo, defining a facet of 
P (resp., F) necessarily defines a facet of Q (resp., 0). Indeed, consider the polytope 
P (our reasoning trivially applies to P” as well). Let Ccy < 01~ be the undirected counter- 
part of ux < CQ,, defined by setting &rijl := Ctij ( = mji) for each edge [i, j] of the undirected 
counterpart of G. This inequality clearly defines a proper face of Q. Assume now that it 
is not facet defining for Q. Then there must exist a “dominating” inequality fly 6 PO, 
valid for Q and satisfying (y E Q : Cry = ao} c {y E Q : By = PO > c Q. But this implies 
that the directed counterpart /?x 6 /?o of By < PO (obtained by setting Bij : = jji : = &ijl 
for all i, j) is valid for P and induces a proper face that strictly contains the face (x E P : 
ax = go}, which is impossible since cxx < a0 is facet defining by assumption. 
Therefore our proof that clique trees (including combs) define facets of the asym- 
metric polytopes subsumes as particular cases both those given, for the symmetric 
case, in [6, 81. 
It is known that, among the (symmetric) rank inequalities associated with a structure 
composed by cliques joined by cutnodes, only those corresponding to clique trees define 
facets of the symmetric polytope Q (see [S, Section 71, for details). From the above 
discussion it then immediately follows that this is also true for the asymmetric polytope P. 
2. Clique trees define facets 
We first introduce the concept of a “primitive” clique tree. Let 9 be a given family 
of valid inequalities for P, and CIX < ~1~ any member of 9. Let h and k be any two 
distinct nodes, and denote by G’ = (V’, A’) the complete digraph with n - 1 nodes 
induced by V’ := V\(h). Following [2], h and k are called clones (with respect to 
CIX d a0 and 9) if: 
(a) Clih = aik and Clhi = Glki for all ie V\{h, k}; 
(b) C(hk = f&h = maX {a& •k Crkj - clij: i, jE V\{ h, k}, i # j}; 
(c) the inequality N’X’ < c& belongs to 9, where CI’ is the restriction of c1 to A’, 
X’E [WA’, and @b := tLO - $,k. 
When no pair of clones exists the inequality CIX < a0 is said to be primitive (with 
respect o 9). 
In the sequel we will define 9 as the family of the clique tree inequalities associated 
with digraphs having n 2 7 nodes (note that we exclude from 9 the non facet-defining 
comb inequality on six nodes). Two distinct nodes h and k are then clones in a clique 
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tree inequality with n > 8 nodes if and only if: h, keS; or h, k E Wi for a certain i; 
or h, kEHi n Tj for some i, j; or h, kE Tj\ H* for a certain j. Therefore a primi- 
tive clique tree inequality is either defined on a digraph with n = 7 nodes, or 
associated with a primitive clique tree on n 2 8 nodes satisfying the following addi- 
tional conditions: 
(vi) lTj[ = tj + 1, for j = 1, . . ..s. 
(vii) 1 Wil < 1, for i = 1, . . ..r. 
(viii) ISI d 1. 
Note that the size of a primitive clique tree C on n > 8 nodes can be computed as 
S(C) = i 1 Wil + 2 (I Tjl - 1) + (S - ‘I/2. 
i=l j= 1 
A proper face F of P (or P) is called nontrivial if for all (i, j) E A there exists a point 
x E F such that Xij = 1; we call a nontrivial face F regular if, in addition, for all (i, j) E A 
there exists a point ye F such that yij = yji = 0. The following result will allow 
a considerable simplification in our proof. 
Lemma 2.1 (Balas and Fischetti [2]). 1f all the primitive inequalities of F dejine 
regular facets of P, then so do all the inequalities of 9. 
In the sequel we denote by c = (vi, . . . . v,) the tour of G visiting nodes vi, . . . . v, in 
sequence. We sometimes represent a (possibly empty) string of consecutive nodes by 
a node subset, meaning that the sequence inside that subset is immaterial. Thus, for 
example, 0 = (1, B, 4, Q, 5) with B := (2, 3) and Q:= 8 can stand for any of the tours 
(1,2,3,4,5) or (1,3,2,4, 5). In addition, for the sake of simplicity we do not distinguish 
between a tour r~ and the associated incidence vector x E [WA. 
A tour is called extreme for a given clique tree when it satisfies the corresponding 
inequality with equality. We now introduce a concise representation of extreme tours, 
based on the concept of “zig-zagging path”. 
Consider any primitive clique tree C with s > 5 teeth and the corresponding 
inequality, say tlx 6 s(C), any handle, say HI, and any three distinct teeth inter- 
secting HI, say T, , T, and T3. Let G’ = ( v’, A’) be the subgraph of G induced by 
I” : = WI u T, u T, u T3 and C’ be the “local” (possibly nonprimitive) comb of G’ 
associated with handle W, u (H 1 n ( T1 u T, u T,)) and teeth T, , T2, and T, (hence 
S(C’)=(IW~I+~)+~~~=~(IT~~-~)-~=IW~I+C~=~(IT~~-~)+~). We show 
how any given tour 0’ of G’ which is extreme for the local comb C’ can be extended to 
a tour u of G which is extreme for the overall clique tree C. 
Consider the intersection graph of C, viewed as an oriented tree (arborescence) with 
root H,, and define as “unmatched” all the teeth Tj with j 2 4. For k = 1,. .., 
(s - 3)/2, take any pair of unmatched teeth, Tj, and Tj, (jl, j2 > 4), which are 
brothers in the arborescence, and “match” them by setting Mk := [Tjl, Tj2]. We 
construct a zig-zagging path, 2, visiting all the nodes in V\ I”, as follows. Let 
size(Z) := &i,j,Ezaij denote the size of the current path Z. 
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Initialize Z : = S (i.e., Z initially covers the isolated node of C, if any), and 
size(Z) := 0. For k = 1, . . . . (S - 3)/2 repeat the following steps. Let Mk = [ Tj,) Tj*] 
be the kth pair of matched teeth, and Hi their father in the arborescence. Define 
Wi : = Wi if i # 1 and II’: still unvisited by Z, Wi : = 8 otherwise, and extend the path 
Z by visiting, in sequence, the nodes in Tj, \Hi, Tj, n Hi, E’i, Tj, n Hi, Tj2 \ Hi. 
Update size(Z) : = size(Z) + (1 Tj, 1 - 1) + ) @‘iI + 1 + (I Tj, 1 - l), and repeat. 
The final zig-zagging path Z clearly has size(Z) = CT= 2 1 W’ij + C;=4 (I Tjl - 1) + 
(s - 3)/2, i.e., equal to s(C) - s(C’). The extended tour 0 of G, to be denoted concisely 
as a=(ul , . . . . u. z, %+1,...,Ujv,), I, is then obtained from the tour c’ = (ui, . . . . Ui, 
ui+l, ..., uly I ,) of G’ by simply inserting the node sequence Z right after a node ui E I” 
such that CI,~,, + = 0 (so as to ensure that 0 is extreme for C). 
As already mentioned, our proof uses induction on the number of teeth. The proof 
is related to the following new way of constructing a primitive clique tree C with 
s teeth, starting from a primitive clique tree C* with s - 2 teeth. 
If C and C* have the same number of handles, we simply add two new teeth to C*; 
e.g., the clique tree C of Fig. 1 can be obtained from the clique tree C* := 
IH,,H~rH3rTi,..., T,} by adding teeth T, and T,. Otherwise a two-step procedure 
is applied, that we describe informally through the example of Fig. 1. Let C* be the 
primitive clique tree associated with handles Hz, H3 and teeth Y3 : = TX\{ i3 }, 
T 4, . ..> T9. We first introduce i3 as a clone of e3 into the tooth T;, thus obtaining 
a nonprimitive clique tree with 1 T; \ H* I = 2 and size increased by one. The new node, 
i3, also acts as the unique member of a new jictitious handle H; : = { i3 1. In this way 
the number of handles is (artificially) increased by one. We then add the two teeth 
T1 and T, by “gluing” them to H; (which now becomes a “regular” handle), and 
introduce node w1 in Wi, thus increasing the size of the current C* by 3 + I WI I = 4 
and obtaining the final clique tree C. 
Our proof then essentially consists of showing, using the above construction, how 
the facet induced by C* can in a sense be “lifted” to the facet associated with C. In this 
view, the tour list given at the end of the proof exhibits an appropriate lifting sequence 
for some of the arcs incident with the new nodes, proving that the associated 
coefficients attain, in the clique tree inequality, their maximum value. In the proof we 
also make use of the following result of [l], here restated as in [2]. Let 
6+(h) := {(i,j)~A: i = h) and K(h) := {(i,j)~A:j = h} for all he I’. 
Lemma 2.2. Let fix < fi,, define a regular facet of P, and h be any node. Then there 
exists a sequence qf )6+(h) u X(h)\ - 1 = 2n - 3 tours y(l), ...,y’2”-3)~P, where 
each y”“ (k = 1 , . . . . 2n - 3) satisjies /lyck’ = /$, and is associated with an arc 
(uk, uk)E6+(h) u 6-(h) such that y,!‘,?, = ... = yff-jk’) = 0 and y:!““,?, = 1. 
Notice that y$‘,?, = 1, where (uO,oO) is the unique arc in (6+(h) u F(h))\ 
C(Ul,h),..., (Uzn-3,h-3)). 
Theorem 2.3. Clique tree inequalities define regular facets of P when n 2 7. 
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Proof. We give a direct proof, based on a general technique introduced by the author 
[3]. Let YS, with s 2 3 and odd, be the family of the clique tree inequalities defined on 
n > 7 nodes and having s teeth. We claim that for each s > 3, s odd, and for all the 
members CIX < s(C) of FS,, there exists a subset X of P containing dim(P) 
= n(n - 3) + 1 affinely independent tours x satisfying CIX = s(C). In addition, for all 
(i,j)~ A there exist X, y E X such that xij = 1 and yij = yji = 0. This will prove the 
theorem. The proof of the claim is by induction on s. 
Consider first the case s = 3 (hence, r = I), and let CIX < s(C) be any member of Fj. 
Because of Lemma 2.1 we can assume that this comb inequality is primitive. More- 
over, with no loss of generality we will assume IH1 ) 2 1 V\H1 1 (this derives from the 
known fact that the two comb inequalities associated with {Hi, T,, . . . . T,) and 
{~\HJ1,...JJ are equivalent; see [7]). We then have only three possible 
cases: 
(a) n = 7, 1 WI 1 = 1 and ISI = 0, 
(b) n = 7 and IHi n Tjl = 2 for a certain jE{l, 2, 3}, and 
(c) n = 8 and ) WI I = ISI = 1. 
For all cases our claim can easily be proved by enumeration (see [3] for a list of the 
tours in X). 
Assume now the claim holds for all clique trees having s - 2 3 3 teeth, and consider 
any member ux < s(C) of ._%-S. As before, we can assume that the clique tree C on 
n > 10 nodes associated with this inequality is primitive. Choose any external handle 
(as defined in the introduction), say Hi, and let T, , . . . , T,,, be the teeth intersecting 
HI, with T, and Tz pendent. For j = 1, . . . . ht, let Tj A HI = {ij} and Tj\H* = {ej>; 
in addition, let WI = { w1 } if WI # 0. Then define a clique tree C* by taking the s - 2 
teeth T3, . . . . T,, and the Y handles H1\(W1uTluT2), HZ,...,H,(ifhl > 5)or the 
r - 1 handles H,, . . . . H, (if hr = 3; note that in this case C* is not primitive since the 
tooth T, has two nodes in T3\ H*). Clearly s(C*) = s(C) - (1 WI 1 + 3). The clique 
tree C* will be associated with two different subgraphs of G, G” = (I”‘, A”) and 
G’ = (v’, A’), induced by I”’ : = V\( T1 u T2 u W, ) and I” : = V” u { el }, respective- 
ly. G’ has n’ : = n-()W,I +3)>7nodes,whereas G”hasn”:=n-(IW,I +4)>6 
nodes. Notice that e, acts as an isolated node when C* is viewed as part of G’. 
Now construct the claimed set X as follows. 
(a) Consider the clique tree C* and the digraph G’. Because of the induction 
hypothesis there exists a set X’ containing n’(n’ - 3) + 1 affinely independent tours of 
G’, all extreme for C*. X is then initialized by taking, for each x’ EX’, the tour x of 
G obtained from x’ by replacing the arc of x’ leaving ei, say (ei, j), by the path 
el, il, WI, i2,e2,j (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of the arcs involved in the construc- 
tion). It is not difficult to see that all these tours x are extreme for C, and affinely 
independent. Indeed the above construction induces a l-l correspondence, 4, be- 
tween A’ and a subset of A, such that, for all (i, j) E A’, x+(i,j) = 1 if and only if xjj = 1; it 
then follows that the affine dependence of X would imply that of X’, a contradiction. 
(b) Let {yck’: k = 1, . . . . 2n’ - 3) be a sequence of tours of G’, where each yck’ is 
extreme for C* and is associated with an arc (uk, Uk)E(d+(ei) u S-(e,)) n A' such 
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Fig. 2. Extending tour x’ to tour x. 
Fig. 3. Extending tour y”’ to tour xc’). 
that y!‘,?, = ... = y!&” = 0 and yiyDk = 1 (see Lemma 2.2). For k = 1, . . . . 2n’ - 3, put 
into X the tour xc“) obtained from yck’ by replacing the arc of ytk) entering el , say (i, el ), 
by the path i, e2, iz, WI, il, ei (see Fig. 3). Each xtk) is extreme for C by construction; as 
for affine independence, it is sufficient to note that each xck) contains an arc 
(ik,jk)Ed+(el) u &(e,) not contained in any preViOUS member of X, where 
(ik, jk) := (uk,e2) if rk = ei; (ik, jk) := (el,uk) if uk = er. 
(c) X is completed by adding, in sequence, the tours of G whose list is given below 
(see Fig. 4 for an illustration). Some of these tours are described in concise form, as 
defined earlier in this section. All tours are easily seen to be extreme for C. To show 
that the aIIine independence of X is maintained after each insertion, we associate ach 
tour, to be denoted by o(i, j), with an arc (i, j) incident with WI u ( il, i2} and not used 
by any previous member of X. In order to keep the tour list as compact as possible, we 
will denote the pair of tours a(i, j) = (i, j, u3, . . . , u,) and o(j, i) = (II,, . . . , 03, j, i) by 
oa[i, j] = [i,j,u, ,..., u,]. In addition, for each hi V”\{i3} let zh denote any tour of 
G”, extreme for C* and having zti, = 1 (the existence of this tour follows from the 
induction hypothesis if n” > 7, while for n” = 6 it can easily be verified by inspection). 
The tour list follows. 
(c.~)oo [ij,ik] = [ij,ikrW1,i3_k,e3_k,Z,ek,Tj\{ij)],fOr k = 1,2andj= 3 ,..., h,; 
(C.2) OO[ij, WI] = [ij, WI, il,el,Z, Tj\{ij),e*,iz], for j = 3, . . . . hr (if WI # 0); 
(c.3) 0 = (e2, i2, WI, i3, il, el, Z, T,\ { i3}); the affine independence of this tour fol- 
lows from the fact that x({ir>, WI u {iz}) + x( WI u {iz}, {iI}) = 1 holds for all the 
previous members of X; 
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(cl) k=1,2; j=3 ,..., hl 
(c.3) 
Z 
(c.2) j=3,...,hl (ifW,#P)) 
(c.5) (if WI # 0) (c.6) k=1,2; h$H,uTluTauT3 
(~7) h$!H1uT~uT2uTS (ifW,#0) (c.8) k=1,2; u~Ts\{is} 
(c.11) k = 1,2 (if WI # 0) 
(c.10) k = 1,2 
Fig. 4. Tour list for the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
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(c.4) ~~Cel,~J = Cel,e2rZ T3\{i3},i3,i2, Wl,ill; 
65) oaCiI,i21 = Cil,i2,wl,i3, T3\{i3},Ze2,eIl (if WI Z 0); 
(c.6) aa[h,i,] for k = 1,2 and for all hi V\(H, u T1 u Tz u T3), where o(h, ik) is 
obtained from the tour zh of G” (defined before) by replacing the arc (h,i3) with the 
path h,ik,ekrej-k,i3-k, Wlri3; 
(c.7) m[h,wI] for all he V\(H, u T1 u T, u T,) (if WI # 8), where o(h, wl) is 
obtained from the tour zh of G” by replacing the arc (h, i3) with the path h, wl, iI, el, 
. . 
e2, i2, 13, 
(c.8) oa[u,hl = Cu,ik,ek,Z,e3-k,i3-k, WIri3, T,\{i,,u}] for k = 1,2 and for all 
UE T3\{i3j; 
(c.9) oa[u,w,] = [u,w,,i,,e,,Z,ez,i2,i3,T3\{i3,u}] for all ueT,\{i,} (if 
w1 f 0); 
(c.10) oa[ik,e3_J = [ik,e3_k,i3-k, WI,i3, T3\{i3},Z,ek] for k = 1,2; 
(c.11) Nwl,e3-k1 = [wl,e3-k,i3-k, 3 i , T3\{i3},Z,ek,ik] for k = 1,2 (if WI # 8). 
The set X is now complete. By construction, X contains affinely independent 
tours of G which are extreme for C; in addition, one can easily see that for all (i, j) E A 
there exist X, YE X such that Xij = 1 and yij = yji = 0. TO complete the proof it is 
therefore sufficient to show that 1x1 = n2 - 3n + 1. Indeed (check with the help of 
Fig. 4): 
~ If 1 WI1 = 0, we have put into X: (n - 3)(n - 6) + 1 tours at step (a); 
2(n - 3) - 3 tours at step (b); 2(n - 4) tours associated with arcs incident with 
each ik (k = 1,2) at steps (c.l), (c.6) and (c.8); and, finally, 7 tours at steps (c.3), (c.4) 
and (c. 10). 
- If 1 W,( = 1, we have put into X: (n - 4)(n - 7) + 1 tours at step (a); 2(n - 4) - 3 
tours at step (b); 2(n - 5) tours associated with arcs incident with each ik (k = 1,2) 
at steps (c.l), (c.6) and (c.8); 2(n - 5) tours associated with arcs incident with w, at 
steps (c.2) (c.7) and (c.9); and, finally, 13 tours at steps (c.3), (c.4), (cS), (c.10) and 
(c.11). 0 
We now show that the clique tree inequalities define facets of p as well. 
An alternating walk is a directed walk (sequence of consecutive arcs) in which 
the direction of the arcs in position 2,4, . . . . has been reversed. To be specific, 
an odd alternating walk from a node a to a node b is a sequence of t arcs, 
with t > 1 and odd, Of the form (~~,~2),(~3,~2),(~j,u~),(~~,u~),...,(u,,u,+~), where 
ur = a and ut+r = b (repetition of nodes and/or arcs along the walk being allowed). 
Analogously, an even alternating walk from a to b is a sequence of t arcs, with 
t 3 2 and even, ofthe form (~~,~2),(uj,~~),(~j,~q),(u~,uq),...,(u~+~,u~), where u1 = a 
and u,+r = b. A necessary and sufficient condition for an inequality Bx < /IO, 
where j3 2 0, defining a nontrivial facet of P to be valid and facet inducing for p as 
well, has been introduced by the author [3]. This condition simply requires the 
existence of a node h such that, in the partial digraph with arc set A, : = {(i, j) E A: 
pij = 0}, each node u E V can be reached from h by means of both an odd and an even 
alternating walk. 
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Theorem 2.4. Clique tree inequalities on n 3 6 nodes dejine facets of l? 
Proof. The proof of case n = 6 is due to Gotschel[4]. As for case n > 7, we exploit the 
necessary and sufficient condition given above. For j = 1,2,3, let ej be any node in 
Tj\ H*, and choose h = e, . The required odd alternating walk from h to any node 
v E V is (h, v) if v# T1 ; (h, ez), (e3, ez), (e3, v) otherwise. The required even alternating 
walk from h to any YE I/ is (h,e,), (v,ez) if v$ T,; (h,e,), (v,e3) otherwise. 0 
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